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Emmanuel und Margareta Fritzen

傅立光

安芮佳

2017, November 15th

Dear Friends,
"Gänsefleisch ma‘n Goffaraum uffmachen?“1
Please don’t be afraid: This will not be
another letter on language – like our
second “Letter from Berlin”.
Today we want to focus on Berlin in the
mid seventies. This was the time when
the two of us moved from the rural areas
in Lower Saxony, where we have spent
our young age and where we attended
the university, to the metropolitan town
of Berlin in order to start our professional
careers2.
View from “Kurfürstendamm” towards the
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Memorial Church
Considering the biological evolution of
our planet the forty-five years after World
War II, when Germany was divided by the Allies into four Zones of occupation and the
capital Berlin into four Sectors, seem to be negligible! The period of the existence of the
Berlin Wall and the border between the Eastern and the Western Blocs right through the
middle of Germany with mine fields and spring guns starting on August 13 th, 1961, and
ending with the unification on October 3rd, 1990, was even shorter. West Berlin was a so
called “independent political unit” right in
the centre of the territory of East
Germany. – But our memories of this
short historical era are quite significant!

The “Reichstag” still without the glass dome

The saying of the “Gänsefleisch” (meat of
a goose) and the “Kofferraum” (boot)
quoted above, nowadays in publications
is very often brought into the context of
the transit traffic between West Germany
and West Berlin after the “Transit
Agreement”
between
the
Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG) and the
German Democratic Republic (GDR)
came into effect on June 3rd, 1972.

The West German Chancellor Willy Brandt and the East German Chairman of the Council of
Ministers Willi Stoph have laid the foundations for the Transit Agreement and other treaties
on March 19th, 1970, in the course of the first German-German summit at the town of Erfurt,
when they started the dialogue between the two German states.
1
2

Literal translation from Saxon accent: “Could you please open the boot of your car?”
All photos in this letter are reproductions from color slides taken by us in 1978.
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The benefit of the Transit Agreement for
the citizens of the FRG or the citizens of
West Berlin was a simplification of the
procedures
travelling
as
transit
passenger by car or by train between
West Germany and West Berlin on
clearly defined transit routes. The transit
traveler was not permitted to leave the
transit routes and was only supposed to
stop at particular “Intertank” service
stations or motorway parking lots. Since
all these places were under rigid
The shopping mall alongside „Budapester Straße“
observation by the authorities of the
(Nowadays Bikini Berlin) and the „Europa-Center”
GDR any illegal exchange of goods was
nearly as impossible as permitting a
citizen of East Germany to enter your car to escape from the GDR. At the border
checkpoints it was in general no longer required to open the boot.
Coming from Helmstedt we could stay in the car at the
border checkpoint “Marienborn”. Car by car we
approached a first control counter in a waiting queue.
When we reached it, we opened the window glasses
on the left hand side and presented our passports to
the officer. He carefully checked the identity of every
person on board and then placed the passports onto a
covered conveyer belt of approximately 200 meters
length, that brought them to the main control building.
We continued to move forward car by car until we
reached the second control building. Again we had to
open the window glasses on the left hand side. A
second officer again checked the identity of every
person. When he ascertained himself that the
photographs in the passport reflected the passengers
in the car he finally stamped the transit visa into the
documents and handed them out to us.
Cinema center „Zoo Palast“

Afterwards we started to travel the 160
kilometers on the transit route towards
the East German border checkpoint
“Drewitz”. There, again, our identity was
checked sorrowfully, before we could
continue to enter West Berlin at the
checkpoint “Dreilinden”.
In particular on Friday and Sunday
afternoons the traffic density on the
transit route was extremely high since
many inhabitants of West Berlin used to
Ice rink inside „Europa-Center“
travel to West Germany over the
weekend, where quite a number of them owned leisure residences. At the same time a lot of
visitors travelled in the other direction in order to visit the interesting town divided by a wall.
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Additionally the weekend was also the
time for the citizens of East Germany to
travel. But nevertheless the percentage
of vehicles of the brands Trabant,
Wartburg, Moskwitsch i.e. was by far less
as compared with the ones made by
Volkswagen, Mercedes, Ford, Opel etc.

Charlottenburg Castle

At that time the motorways in East
Germany were in lamentable conditions.
The motorway A2 was built in the thirties
as connection between the industrial
areas in the Ruhr region with the capital
Berlin and the construction did not finish
before World War II. After the war the
concrete paving slabs were only repaired
in a rough-and-ready way. Thus were the
transit routes! The ticktack sound from
the wheels passing over the gaps
between the concrete slabs, which were
filled with bitumen, was characteristic for
that journey.

Due to the general speed limitation of
100 kilometers per hour on motorways in
East Germany and additional restrictions,
Berlin Congress Hall (Pregnant Oyster)
the time for the transit took a minimum of
two hours, not considering any breaks.
With high traffic density, or even in case of accidents on the road, it could take by far longer.
We underwent the worst experiences in the late seventies when the motorway between
Helmstedt and Berlin was renovated. As negotiated between the two German states, the
project was financed by the West German Government while the construction was executed
by East German firms. Once in a while it took us ten hours for the transit trip!
In those days, a colleague from a school
at Spandau spent his night from Sunday
till Monday in the never ending traffic
jam on the transit motorway on his way
back from a weekend trip. He had his
bicycle on his roof rack. Various
companions in misfortune approached
him humorously if he could not lend it to
them, since very likely using a bicyle
would be the faster way to reach Berlin...
Ernst-Reuter-Patz (formerly named „Das Knie“)

Indeed the saying with the „Gänsefleisch“ was a standard phrase when
travelling into East Germany. We will

now describe two scenarios:
Citizens of the Federal Republic of Germany were permitted to travel to East Berlin on a
day’s visit without applying for a visa in advance. They could drive their cars to the border
checkpoints at Heinrich-Heine-Straße or at Bornholmer Straße. At these places your identity
was checked. You had to pay a visa fee of 5 DM (West German currency) and additionally
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you had to change a minimum of 25 DM into 25 “Mark der DDR” (East German currency).
The customs officer wanted to know if you had any goods or presents on board that were
intended to stay in East Germany. Arms and munitions were prohibited as well as the
majority of printed materials and sound storage media. With books they did carefully
distinguish, whether they were works of cultural heritage and works without any political
message. Periodicals were virtually banned. A record or CD with an innocuous recording of
a classical work was probably allowed, but the popular light music from the capitalist foreign
countries was largely forbidden. Audio tapes and music cassettes were forbidden, since the
customs officers were not prepared to completely listen to them in order to find out if
anything illegal was recorded. You could also have recorded something on an additional
track to the stereo tracks. So: completely prohibited!
In order to control the statements of the visitor, he was then randomly asked to open his
boot, to give an insight into the glove box or to look under the seats...
In a case of extreme suspicion - that
happened to me, Emmanuel, once - I
had to drive the car into a garage within
the border checkpoint. In my presence,
they removed the door panels and
similar parts in order to get access to
inspect each cavity. Since nothing
forbidden was found, everything was
assembled again expertly and I was
allowed to continue my trip to East
Berlin.
A second scenario was the visit of
relatives. In this case the relatives in
East Germany had to apply for a
“Certificate of Entitlement to Receive a
Visa” at the police station in charge well in advance. If this certificate was issued after
several weeks of processing time, it was sent by traditional mail to the relatives in West
Germany. On the date requested, they could then travel to any of the few border checkpoints
where they were allowed to enter the GDR. The visa to enter the GDR was then stamped
into the passport at the border
checkpoint. - Considering customs, there
was a similar procedure as described
above for the day's visit.
View from the top of “Europa-Center” across
the district of Kreuzberg on the new residential areas
in East-Berlin in the background

Arrived at the destination the visitor from
West Germany first had to register with
the "caretaker" in the house book and
then go to the police station in charge.
After considerable waiting time, the
residence permit was stamped into the
passport. In most cases it was issued for
the entire territory of the GDR, so that
you could then move relatively free. For
shorter stays the exit visa was also
stamped on this occasion, so you did not
have to go to the police station a second
time. These stamps always required a
complete double page in the passport.
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View from the top of „Europa-Center“ across the
„Tiergarten“ (park) on the International Trade Center
building near the railway station “Friedrichstraße” in
East Berlin. The center was built in 1978 by the
Japanese Kajima Corporation.
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Every visitor from West Germany had an annual total contingent of 30 days, which permitted
him to stay with relatives in East Germany. For each day he had to exchange a minimum of
25 DM into the East German currency. Since the relatives hosting him usually took very
good care of the visitors and provided accommodation, it was not easy to spend this money,
especially since many items of daily life were banned from export due to the shortage of
many goods in East Germany.
When leaving the GDR, of course, the car was in any case examined for possible illegal
exports and potential refugees. Therefore, you had to open the boot in general. The officers
checked the content of the tank with a flexible rod and the underbody of the vehicle with a
mirror. In any case you were asked to lift the rear seats. For this purpose every passenger
had to leave the car. Since you had to open the boot every time, we have frequently heard
the saying: "Gänsefleisch ma‘n Goffaraum uffmachen?”
Nowadays we have got a global internet and telephone network. This was much more
difficult in the 1970s between West Germany and East Germany. After all, there was the
possibility to have phone calls via the very few telephone lines that were available across the
border. For the non-privileged citizen of the GDR, it was almost impossible to try to get a
connection to the West from his private phone (if he had any). In general, a telegram was
sent to the West German relatives requesting a recall. From the West you could dial over the
country code 0037 into the GDR. However, depending on the time of day and the day of the
week, you often only had a chance of 2% to get a connection. So we belonged to the
pioneers who ordered the first lime green colored model of a push-button phone for
horrendous additional monthly costs from the post authorities. With this one you could
quickly dial again when the line was busy - without getting sore fingertips from dialing with
the rotary system.
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In the terminology of the "Glorious Soviet Union" and the “Socialist Brother States” West
Berlin was seen as an "independent political unit" that did not belong to the Federal Republic
of Germany. Therefore East Germany reacted hysterically when the Federal President or the
Chancellor accompanied a foreign head of state to Berlin. On these occasions it could
happen that the border checkpoints for the transit traffic were closed for several hours. The
West Berlin authorities had preventively created a huge parking area in the forest next to the
border checkpoint “Dreilinden” for such cases. Tens of thousands of cars could temporarily
be parked here in order to avoid the upcoming traffic jam blocking the circulation on the
motorways within West Berlin.
If such a scenario occurred, or if you did
not want or were not allowed to travel in
transit through the GDR for other
reasons, you made use of the airplane.
Only planes of the three Western Allies
were allowed to fly through the three air
corridors. These were limited by the
agreements to a minimum altitude of
2,500 feet (762 meters) and a maximum
altitude of 10,000 feet (3,048 meters).
The jet-propelled aircrafts of the PanAm,
British Airways and Air Françe were
already designed for cruising altitudes of
Entrance to the airport Berlin-Tegel
around 20,000 feet and more, and the
flights had to undergo serious turbulences under prevailing weather conditions. Only under
clear weather conditions with low thermals you had a calmer flight. - Since the flights were
strongly subsidized by the West German government, you could for example fly for 65 DM,
only, from Berlin to Hannover.
We did not feel much different in West
Berlin as compared with West Germany.
Nevertheless, many things were different.
The registration offices in West Berlin did
not belong to the municipal administration
but were part of the police authorities. For
citizens of West Berlin they issued
special identity cards, which differed
significantly from the identity cards in
West Germany, since they, for example,
were the only legal document to travel to
the socialist countries or for the transit
traffic, while citizens of the Federal
Republic of Germany required a valid
passport for these purposes.

The number of flights to Berlin-Tegel was relatively
small in those days

West Berlin had its own postage rates for letters within West Berlin. Since we only registered
as secondary residence in West Berlin due to keeping the opportunity travelling to East
Berlin on a day’s visit visa, we kept our West German passports and did not apply for the
Berlin identity card. Without the latter, for example, we were unable to borrow books from the
Pedagogical Center of the Education Department, which we urgently needed for our
traineeship. We simply did not get a reader card because we did not have a primary
residence in Berlin. The Pedagogical Center would have had to pay the more expensive
postage to West Germany in case of a reminder due to late return. So we had to buy the
relevant books in a book shop, although we needed them only temporarily for the training.
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Many things were bizarre in West Berlin
in those days. You had to wait several
months for a new telephone line. But
without your own telephone number you
were only a second class citizen for
business people. They simply did not
trust you. For ordering tailor-made
curtain rails, the interior decorator
demanded a hundred percent advance
payment. Would you have been able to
provide a phone number, only a small
deposit would have been due.
The old citadel at Spandau – same as today

Many other things were very different
from other places, as well. West Berlin
had considerable housing shortage. The old buildings, which were not destroyed during the
war, were subject to fixed rental prices. The revenues of the owners were so low that
overdue refurbishment could not be carried out. So in many apartments the toilets were still
on the half-stairs in the staircase and the apartments had no bathrooms. Due to lack of
means of accommodation big apartments were divided into smaller ones after the war. The
buildings built in the 1950s in the so
called “Reconstruction Program” were in
generally reserved for people with social
needs, and you required a special permit
issued by the social welfare offices in
order to rent them. Even new buildings
were in many cases not on the free
market. Here, rents were subsidized in
the first years after completion. If you
had the “Annuity Certificate” of the social
welfare office, you could obtain such an
apartment at a reasonable rental fee in
the first couple of years, while it
The old sluice at Spandau was too small for
increases within the first twelve years to
the new ships in Europe norm size.
the full market price.
Now, as a new citizen of West Berlin, you first of all needed to get access to an apartment!
The accommodation brokers used to have sign boards at their entrance doors stating that
they are not prepared to let apartments to foreigners, single men or women younger than 45
years old, unmarried couples and other vulnerable groups. We spent many days to get
access to an apartment. If an object was presented by the owner, large numbers of
interested persons showed up. Thus the chance of success for non-married job starters was
equal to zero!
While some of our fellow colleagues were staying in one-room apartments for temporary
workers living in Berlin, the two of us were lucky to find apartments for which we had to
prove our poverty on one hand side in order to apply successfully for the “Annuity
Certificate”. On the other hand our quite good salaries as civil servants were considered in
order to guarantee our ability to pay our monthly rental rates. - But once you got a foothold
in Berlin, you could build up a network of relationships that later led to housing that was
simply not accessible to the newcomers without protectionism.
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This is how we started our professional
life over forty years ago at Berlin, which
has nowadays completely changed its
face. While both, West Berlin and East
Berlin, had a more provincial character at
that time, this city today has once again
turned to be a cosmopolitan metropolis,
as it was described in the literature from
the 1920s.

The small regional train station Spandau-West
was replaced by the modern High Speed Railway
Station Spandau

Welcome to Berlin!

With warm regards!

The tower of St. Nicolas church in Spandau had
only a very simple temporary roof construction after
it was destroyed in World War II
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